
How I got stalked by people 
from the Arab Emirates

GPS ankle monitor 
hacking



● Not a security researcher
● Software engineer at a bank: Rabobank
● Stumbled into this by accident, I’m innocent I swear
● Messing around with code and hardware for a long 

long time
● https://coredump.ws/index.php?dir=code&post=Myro

pe_support_and_mch2022

Introduction

https://coredump.ws/index.php?dir=code&post=Myrope_support_and_mch2022


1. Beginnings.
2. Let’s laugh at a CVE
3. How did I get all of this information
4. JIMI/Concox based trackers.
5. Concox protocol
6. Megastek trackers 
7. Megastek protocol
8. Xexun trackers
9. Xexun protocol[s]
10. Thinkrace/myrope/others
11. Vulnerabilities
12. Public information/accessible servers

Contents of presentation



How it started



How it’s going



It’s like that, but 
much much worse



How much?



1. Just ask, really
2. Pretend to be a big enough company
3. Google can teach you a lot
4. Car trackers with similar protocols

How did I get this information



1. Based on vehicle trackers
2. Decent/good useability
3. Rather poor waterproofing

Jimi/concox based trackers



1. So I took your people tracker
2. And made it a gay thing
3. Sorry, not sorry  🤣

Jimi/concox based trackers





1. Better documentation [ but not implementation for personel tracking ] in traccar
2. Manuals included
3. Binary protocol
4. No encryption of any sort
5. Show command manual/protocol manual

Concox protocol



1. Many more models
2. Lots of versions
3. Much more widely used

Megastek trackers



Original? Think not.



1. Show protocol/device
2. Much more secure hardware wise
3. Not so much software wise
4. Multiple anti tamper mechanism options

Megastek trackers



Thinkrace trackers



1. They also monitor people going on the haj.. Interesting to our spooks?



1. Show protocol/commands
2. What would happen if we send a lot of SMS messages to the UAE
3. IMEI numbers are incremental
4. https://decoded.avast.io/martinhron/the-secret-life-of-gps-trackers/ avast did this before, but for 

children. And just for one brand.. This presentation is a bit bigger than that :P

Thinkrace trackers

https://decoded.avast.io/martinhron/the-secret-life-of-gps-trackers/


1. Binary protocol
2. Kind of more widely used
3. Ankle bracelet factor not very ergonomic but..
4. Maybe I should avoid China too for now.. Spooks feel free to give me advice on this.

Xexun trackers



1. LBS single/multiple
2. Bluetooth 
3. WiFi (thanks Arch linux)
4. GPS

Tracking methods

Security details
1. Can cross-reference like they do with SCRAM
2. Jamming is possible, so is downgrading to 2g 
3. WiFi for xexun devices can be used to avoid transmitting GPS info
4. But it’s still possible to force GPS location



1. Local base station
2. MNC: 1 byte
3. MCC: 2 bytes
4. LAC: 2 bytes
5. Cell ID: 4 bytes
6. These attributes are all binary -> we can just radix sort

7. OpenCellID and other databases
8. Google database

LBS tracking

Image from: https://cellidfinder.com/articles/how-to-find-cellid-location-with-mcc-
mnc-lac-i-cellid-cid



1. Interpolate between points
2. Naïve implementation, divide the space between towers into squares –

and use the signal strength as distance estimate
3. Quick, dirty and good enough
4. When we have just one cell tower, accuracy is not great

LBS tracking



1. Send a list of networks to google
2. Google responds with a location

3. Concessions made: no signal strength sent
4. Save/cache lists of wifi networks with location. Use a hash based lookup 

to find them.
5. When we cannot find a set of networks in the list – try finding a match 

where the current set is a subset of it. If that fails – find it via the google 
API and cache it.

6. I’m not that rich, so thanks Arch ^^
7. Fallback to here geolocate API because it’s cheaper.

WiFi tracking



1. Fiber injection is possible, not just tapping.
2. Remember the NSA?
3. If prohibitively expensive you can always nuke the device and continue with spoofed transmissions
4. Debug cables. Lots of debug cables
5. They’re basically smartphones everyone!
6. This might or might not include western devices as well.

Security details.. continued



1. Open servers
2. You can all access this
3. https://www.gps123.org/log2/20220723/GateWayLog07.txt
4. Live demo of software

Security details.. continued

https://www.gps123.org/log2/20220723/GateWayLog07.txt


CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, 
including icons by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

THANKS

Do you have any questions?

apol@mail.com
coredump.ws

Or talk to me later outside the
tent

Please keep this slide for attribution
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